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ABSTRACT
Detailed observations of the structure within internal solitary waves propagating shoreward over Oregon’s
continental shelf reveal the evolving nature of interfaces as they become unstable and break, creating turbulent
flow. A persistent feature is high acoustic backscatter beginning in the vicinity of the wave trough and continuing
through its trailing edge and wake. This is demonstrated to be due to enhanced density microstructure. Increased
small-scale strain ahead of the wave trough compresses select density interfaces, thereby locally increasing
stratification. This is followed by a sequence of overturning, high-density microstructure, and turbulence at the
interface, which is coincident with the high acoustic backscatter. The Richardson number estimated from ob-
servations is larger than 1/4, indicating that the interface is stable. However, density profiles reveal these
preturbulent interfaces to be O(10 cm) thick, much thinner than can be resolved with shipboard velocity mea-
surements. By assuming that streamlines parallel isopycnals ahead of the wave trough, a velocity profile is
inferred in which the shear is sufficiently high to create explosively growing, small wavelength shear instabilities.
It is argued that this is the generation mechanism for the observed turbulence and hence the persistent structure
of high acoustic backscatter in these internal solitary waves.
1. Introduction
Strongly nonlinear internal solitary waves (ISWs) are
a ubiquitous feature of the coastal ocean. They have
been observed in moored records, from shipboard mea-
surements and remotely by radar. A nice compilation of
Seasat synthetic-aperture radar observations can be
found in Fu and Holt (1982), including an example from
the mouth of the Columbia River, the site of the field
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experiment described here. It is generally thought that
these waves are generated as a consequence of the in-
teraction of the internal tide with stratified fluid in the
vicinity of rough topography such as the shelf break.
Observations associate high turbulence levels with
ISWs (Sandstrom et al. 1989; Sandstrom and Oakey
1995; Stanton and Ostrovsky 1998; Duda and Farmer
1999). This implies that all of an ISW’s energy is not
simply deposited in the surf zone but that a significant
portion is lost as it propagates onshore over the shelf.
Deposition patterns of nutrients and other materials
fluxed across the shelf by ISWs will be affected simi-
larly. As an ISW approaches sufficiently shallow water
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FIG. 1. Time series of acoustic backscatter, horizontal velocity, and vertical velocity made from shipboard while a single internal solitary
wave of depression propagated past. Cross-shelf velocity is in the direction of wave propagation. These data were obtained during a pilot
experiment in which ADCP velocity data were sampled as 30-s averages. Acoustic backscatter was measured with a high-frequency echo-
sounder mounted in the ship’s hull. Arrows represent approximate velocity direction and relative magnitude. Vertical axes are equivalent for
each panel, and tick marks in the upper two image plots are referenced in the bottom panel. The scale to the right represents velocity (m
s21).
(i.e., where the wave’s amplitude is a substantial fraction
of the water depth), breaking may occur as the trailing
edge overtakes the wave trough (Vlasenko and Hutter
2002; Kao et al. 1985). However, observation of ISWs
in deep water indicate these are also highly turbulent.
Pinkel (2000) suggested that ISWs trigger instability of
the background current shear in equatorial current re-
gimes, the intrinsic shear of the observed ISWs being
too small to reduce local values of the gradient Rich-
ardson number below 1/4. From observations over the
continental shelf, Sandstrom and Oakey (1995) asso-
ciated high turbulence with a highly sheared subsurface
interface, although the details of the Richardson number
were not clear. Clear evidence of shear instability within
ISWs was obtained in acoustic images made in Knight
Inlet (Farmer and Smith 1980).
Some basic aspects of internal solitary waves over
the continental shelf are evident from observations we
made in a pilot experiment off Cape Falcon, Oregon
(458459N), in June 2000. Figure 1 shows coincident
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measurements of acoustic backscatter and velocity for
a typical ISW. This is a wave of depression, supported
by stable stratification in a thin layer adjacent to the
surface. This time series was initiated with ship adrift
and ahead of a shoreward-propagating ISW. The down-
ward vertical velocity ahead of the wave and subsequent
upward velocity following the wave indicates the in-
ternal fluid motion resulting from the passage of the
ISW in its form as a wave of depression. Ahead of the
ISW’s core (region of maximum velocity), surface cur-
rents are convergent above a downwelling subsurface
flow. In the upwelling region behind the core, surface
currents are divergent. To this point, the description of
the velocity structure is identical to that of the theoret-
ical wave discussed by, for example, Lamb (1997) or
Lee and Beardsley (1974). Some consequences of this
velocity structure are seen in the accompanying acoustic
backscatter image. Ahead of the velocity core, the ac-
cumulation and downwelling of surface scatterers in-
dicates the velocity convergence there. This region is
marked by a distinctive surface signature. On calm days,
the convergence zone can be the site of breaking surface
gravity waves. More typically, this is the site of en-
hanced capillary wave activity, visually detected as a
twinkling of the surface ahead of the peak current. This
signature is clear in X-band (3 cm) surface radar and
in L-band (20 cm) satellite radar (Fu and Holt 1982).
Also evident in the data depicted in Fig. 1 are 1) en-
hanced subsurface backscatter at the base of the ISW
core behind the wave trough and 2) the irregular nature
of the acoustic backscatter interface, especially along
the ISW’s trailing edge. The enhanced backscatter and
complex interface structure indicate turbulence within
the ISW.
To further investigate the internal structure of ISWs,
we conducted a more extensive experiment off the
Oregon coast over three weeks in September–October
2001. A previous investigation of ISWs was conducted
in the same region in September–October 1995 (Stanton
and Ostrovsky 1998; Kropfli et al. 1999). Although we
had observed strong ISWs earlier in 2001 farther south
off Newport, Oregon (448379N), only weak ISWs were
observed there in September 2001, presumably due to
weaker stratification following the upwelling season. In
September 2001, the largest amplitude ISWs were ob-
served southeast of the mouth of the Columbia River
(Fig. 2). Here, the near-surface stratification was strong
across the continental shelf and maximum ISW ampli-
tudes of 40 m were observed.
In this paper, we describe the observational methods
used (section 2), present a general interpretation of the
observations (section 3), and then focus on the nature
of turbulent interfaces in the wave—in particular the
small-scale compressive strain evident in the finely re-
solved density profiles. We demonstrate the sequence of
events leading to turbulence at the interfaces (section
4) and quantify the mixing through the interfaces. We
then examine the nature of the instability at the inter-
faces (section 5). Because our velocity observations do
not resolve the small-scale compressive strain detected
from our density measurements, we infer a velocity pro-
file in the wave by matching streamlines and isopycnals.
Linear stability analysis applied to the inferred velocity
and observed density profiles indicate the potential for
explosively growing, small wavelength shear instabili-
ties in generating interfacial turbulence. A discussion
(section 6) and conclusions (section 7) follow.
2. Observations
Our observations were made using the combination
of shipboard 300-kHz acoustic Doppler current profiler
(ADCP), X-band (3 cm) radar, tow-yoed CTD, 120-kHz
narrow-beam echosounder, and our freely falling tur-
bulence profiler, Chameleon (Moum et al. 1995). As
well, several aircraft flights were made to track the po-
sitions and movement of the ISW fronts.
The ADCP was sampled using 2-m vertical bins and
5-s averages. This rapid sampling permitted detailed
observations of the velocity structure of solitary waves.
However, this high sample rate also aliased (rather than
averaged) the swell velocity into the signal, which is
especially apparent in the vertical velocity component
of data obtained while the ship was drifting.
Two 120-kHz echosounders were mounted in the
transducer well of R/V Wecoma, only one of which
pinged. They were jointly triggered and both listened
for the return signal. The data described here were ob-
tained using the passive unit, sampled at 40 kHz. The
resulting vertical resolution is about 0.04 m. The echo-
sounder has a finite beamwidth (½ beamwidth, u 5 38).
The horizontal resolution is 2r tanu, where r is the range.
At 30-m range, this corresponds to a 3-m blurring of
the image, meaning we cannot distinguish scales smaller
than this.
A digital camera was set up to photograph the X-band
radar on Wecoma’s bridge. This provided ancillary data
to reinforce real-time visual observations of the sea sur-
face. These observations were used to determine both
the orientation of wave fronts and the location of in-
dividual ISWs in the group.
Our typical mode of operation was to use the echo-
sounders as reconnaissance tools, steaming offshore and
back onshore to locate ISWs. Having identified the clear
signature of an evolving ISW from the echosounder, we
then followed it onshore. At typical wave propagation
speeds of 0.6–0.8 m s21 (.1.5 kt), it was straightfor-
ward to leapfrog the ISW, traversing it while steaming
both on- and offshore at 6–8 kt, many times the wave
speed (thereby yielding a cruise track as shown in Fig.
2). To obtain intensive in situ measurements, we posi-
tioned the ship ahead of the ISW and drifted, permitting
the ISW to propagate past us while we deployed CTD
and Chameleon.
The CTD well on R/V Wecoma is located amidship,
close to the alongship location of echosounders and
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FIG. 2. (top) Location of experiment off the Oregon coast southwest of the mouth of the Columbia River (50- and 100-m depth contours
are labeled). The ship’s track over the period 2000–2200 GMT 01 Oct 2001 is shown in yellow; this is the period during which most of
the observations discussed in this paper were made. During this period, a coordinated aircraft flight was made both to track wave fronts and
to photograph the surface signature of ISWs. The photograph at bottom was taken from the aircraft at the location of the red diamond at
2114 UTC (times are noted in white). Aircraft tracks along the wavefront before and after the photograph was taken are shown in red. The
longer track is 7 km, and the shorter one is 3 km. (bottom) The R/V Wecoma is bounded by the box in the photograph. Alternating bright
and dark bands in the photograph are a consequence of ISW-induced convergence (bright, due to enhanced capillary wave field) and divergence
(dark, due to reduced capillary wave field).
ADCP. CTD tow-yos executed during the passage of
internal solitary waves were typically made to 50-m
depth. The freely-falling profiler, Chameleon, was de-
ployed from the fantail. Sensors included those to mea-
sure small-scale temperature and conductivity as well
as velocity gradients [from which the viscous rate of
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy « was estimated
using the method described by Moum et al. (1995)].
3. General properties of observed internal solitary
waves
For the purpose of this investigation, we followed a
typical packet of ISWs as it propagated onshore along
468069N. In particular, we examine the details of the
leading wave. The sequence of ISWs at 1248189W in
109 m of water is shown in Fig. 3, in which the leading
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FIG. 3. A sequence of internal solitary waves propagating from left to right in the compass direction 074. These data were obtained while
the ship steamed at 7 kt in the direction 254, as indicated above the track plot in the upper-right-hand corner (the track starts at upper right
of track line). The track plot shows the mean position (dot at center of track line), water depth, and relative distance along the track (both
north–south and east–west). The upper image represents horizontal velocity from the ADCP projected onto the direction perpendicular to
the wave fronts as determined from both visual observations and X-band radar, which is the direction the ship is either steaming to or from.
This convention is used throughout this paper, including the horizontal velocity image plots shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The lower image is
the acoustic backscatter intensity from the 120-kHz echosounder, colored so that red indicates high intensity and blue indicates low intensity.
wave is farthest right.1 The direction of the transit across
the wave train was prescribed from shipboard visual and
radar observations (Fig. 4) to be perpendicular to the
wave fronts, or parallel (or antiparallel) to the direction
the waves were propagating. The spatial extent of the
wave fronts is revealed by aircraft flights along them to
be many kilometers. The perpendicular tracks of aircraft
and ship in Fig. 2 confirm the ship’s transit perpendic-
ular to the wave fronts. In the example shown in Fig.
3 measurements were made while the ship was heading
offshore, intercepting the shoreward-propagating wave,
and so the wave appears foreshortened. The average
propagation speed of the wave was determined by track-
1 Throughout this paper, the x coordinate is defined as the direction
of ISW propagation, which is generally within 208 of eastward; u
denotes the corresponding velocity component. The vertical coordi-
nate z is negative downward from the ocean surface, but plots are
labeled using depth, which is | z | .
ing the leading wave for 20 km as it propagated onshore
and is estimated to be 0.6 m s21. The maximum velocity
in the wave is close to the wave propagation speed of
0.6 m s21. Because the ship speed is about 5 times the
wave propagation speed, observed wavelengths are
about 20% smaller than actual.
A persistent feature of the individual ISWs in Fig. 3
is the structure of intense (red) acoustic backscatter as-
sociated with these waves. In particular, the backscatter
is most intense behind the wave trough and in the wake
of each wave. An image (Fig. 5) of the leading wave 5
min previous to that shown in Fig. 3 (and while steaming
onshore, thereby Doppler shifting the wavelength to
larger scale) shows this structure in more detail. The
band of intense backscatter is coincident with the high-
shear region at the base of the maximum currents in the
ISW core. Backscatter is continuous from the location
of the maximum wave depression, through the wave’s
trailing edge and in its wake.
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FIG. 4. An X-band radar image photographed at 2119 UTC 1 Oct
2001, coincident with the data shown in Fig. 5. Alternating bands of
bright and dark radar reflectivity indicate the surface expression of
a sequence of ISWs astern of the ship as the ship steamed in the
direction 071 (course made good; ship gyro readout on the radar
screen indicates ship heading to be 066 to achieve this course). The
leading edge of the leading wave has just been passed at the time of
this image.
Having imaged the ISW train many times as we tran-
sited across it, we stopped ahead of the wave and al-
lowed it to pass us as we deployed profiling instru-
mentation to examine the structure in detail (Fig. 6). As
the wave passed by, the drifting ship was carried by the
wave-induced surface currents, thereby distorting our
perception of the wave’s form.2 The main difference in
the backscatter image shown in Fig. 6 is the high near-
surface intensity not seen in Figs. 3 and 5. This is pre-
sumably due to preexisting scatterers and is not asso-
ciated with the internal structure of the ISW. As the ISW
passed, these near-surface scatterers were drawn down-
ward several meters from the surface.
This sequence of images (Figs. 3, 5, and 6) was made
over a 1-h period as the leading wave progressed almost
2.5 km toward the shore in a direction 158–208 north of
east as the bottom shoaled from 109- to 99-m depth.
During this period and over this transit, the high acoustic
backscatter at the sheared interface at the base of the
ISW core beginning just ahead of the wave trough re-
mained a persistent signature. While we followed the
ISW farther onshore, this persistent signature became
obscured by preexisting scattering layers through which
the ISW propagated.
The depression of acoustical scattering surfaces cor-
2 Although Fig. 6 is shown here as a time series, it is only so
relative to the ship, not to any geographical coordinate.
responds closely with isopycnal displacements (Fig. 7).
For this comparison, we use the density from the tow-
yoed CTD as it profiled directly beneath the echosoun-
der. (Chameleon was deployed from the starboard quar-
ter and, since it is lighter than the CTD package and it
falls relatively freely, does not fall directly beneath the
ship.) Chameleon provides a quantitative measure of the
turbulence within the ISW. As the ISW progressed past
the drifting ship, « increased in two distinct regions (Fig.
7). Between 7- and 15-m depth, « was low ahead of the
ISW but increased 2–3 orders of magnitude above the
ISW velocity core.3 This intense near-surface dissipation
subsided in the wave’s wake and then resumed as the
second wave passed. The dissipation rate also increased
significantly at the sheared and stratified interface at the
base of the ISW core, beginning at 2223 UTC and 32-
m depth. This increase in « continued through the max-
imum depression and the trailing edge of the wave. It
is also apparent to a lesser degree in the second wave
and coincides with the bright band of high acoustic
backscatter intensity there.
4. Interface structure, evolution, and mixing
A sequence of Chameleon profiles made ahead of the
ISW shown in Fig. 7 and through to its maximum de-
pression indicates the rapidly changing structure of the
water column (Fig. 8). The first profile shown here (in
blue) was made ahead of the wave; the final profile (red)
was made at the point of maximum wave depression.
Isopycnal displacements (h) were computed relative to
isopycnal depths in the initial profile. The vertical dis-
placement of the su ; 24.6 isopycnal, located at 13-m
depth ahead of the wave, is in excess of 20 m. The
vertical structure of h is predominantly mode 1. On the
mode-1 scale, above the maximum displacement, iso-
pycnals are spread apart (dh/dz , 0) as the wave passes;
below the maximum displacement, isopycnals are
squeezed together (dh/dz . 0).
The h profiles also indicate structure on scales much
smaller than mode 1. This can be a consequence of both
turbulent overturns and straining by the passage of the
ISW. To look more closely at the vertical structure re-
quires that we focus on potential temperature (u) rather
than density (which is not resolved as well as u from
these measurements). Shown to the lower left in Fig. 8
is an expanded plot of u corresponding to the range in
depth and su bounded by the dashed box. The interface
centered at about 12.48C progressively sharpens as the
wave passes by. It is notably sharpest in the third to last
profile, following which an overturn is apparent in the
presence of a thin layer of relatively cool (dense) fluid
above warmer (lighter) fluid below. This is in turn fol-
3 These image plots begin at 7-m depth. This is 2.5 m below the
ship’s hull where the acoustic transducers are mounted and is usually
below the depth at which ship-induced turbulence is a concern, while
drifting.
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FIG. 5. A single internal solitary wave propagating from left to right. These data were obtained while the ship steamed at 6 kt in the
compass direction 071. This is the leading wave in the sequence depicted in Fig. 3 as it appeared 5 min earlier.
lowed in the final profile of the sequence by enhanced
small-scale structure, indicative of actively turbulent flu-
id.
A more complete view of the evolution of the vertical
structure and turbulence at this interface as two suc-
cessive ISWs pass is seen in Fig. 9. Here, the depth has
been referenced to its mean value within the su range
24.2–25.2, which is plotted as dots on the acoustic back-
scatter image. We consider this reference frame to rep-
resent the time evolution of the interface as the ISWs
pass by. Pertinent variables are then plotted as a function
of vertical position relative to the instantaneous depth
of the interface.
The sequence of profiles through the leading edge
and maximum displacement of the first ISW indicates
the squeezing of isopycnals ahead of the trough. The
interface value of N 2 increases consistently over profiles
4, 5, 6, and 7 as the interface descends.4 In profile 8,
the interface is replaced by a mixed region of thickness
;1.5 m, bounded above and below by layers of mod-
4 Profile 7 is denoted by the black dot in Fig. 9.
erate stratification. Prior to profile 8, turbulent overturns
(LT) are nonexistent at and above the interface (although
there is some evidence of small overturns below), and
there is no strong turbulence indicated in either the rec-
ord of small-scale temperature gradient (T9) or in «.
Immediately following the maximum interface value of
small-scale N 2 in profile 7, overturns develop. The in-
terface then becomes actively turbulent throughout the
trailing edge and wake of the wave. A similar, though
less energetic, sequence is apparent in the second wave.
Here, the maximum increasing interface value of N 2
peaks in profile 19, just before the maximum depression.
The high acoustic backscatter observed at the inter-
face clearly coincides with enhanced temperature mi-
crostructure (Fig. 9). The dependence of acoustic back-
scatter on sound speed fluctuations has been demon-
strated by Thorpe and Brubaker (1983) and modeled by
Goodman (1990) and Seim et al. (1995). Implementing
the form of Seim (1999; at 120 kHz) yields the estimate
of volume scattering strength shown in Fig. 10. Here,
salinity gradient variance was estimated as the product
of temperature gradient variance and the ratio of salinity
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FIG. 6. Echosounder image and velocity structure of the internal solitary wave shown in Fig. 5 1 h later and while the ship is drifting.
Observations are plotted as functions of time. The direction of wave propagation is to the left in this perspective. The sawtooth pattern from
top to 50-m depth in the echosounder image is the reflection from a tow-yoed CTD deployed on the ship’s starboard side at approximately
the same alongship location as the hull-mounted echosounder. The ship track (upper right) indicates the influence of the ISW on the ship,
which is first carried onshore by the wave current and subsequently carried back offshore by wind and/or current.
to temperature gradients. The microstructure estimate of
volume scattering strength is shown in comparison with
that calibrated for our echosounder (in which the system
of transmitter/receiver is treated as a monostatic system
because of the close proximity of the pair). The inter-
facial peak in observed backscatter is reproduced in the
microstructure estimate to within a few decibels. The
slight depth misalignment is a function of the spatial
separation between echosounder and Chameleon. We
conclude that the strong acoustic backscatter observed
here is consistent with sound speed fluctuations caused
by density microstructure (and note that the contribution
of temperature microstructure dominates).
The strong turbulence observed at the high acoustic
backscatter interface behind the trough of the ISW sug-
gests that this is a site of enhanced mixing. To quantify
this, we use two estimates of the turbulent eddy dif-
fusivity. Following Osborn and Cox (1972), KT 5 0.5xT/
, where xT is the rate of dissipation of temperature2T z
gradient variance (estimated from appropriately cor-
rected FP07 thermistor measurements; Nash et al. 1999),
and Tz is the mean vertical temperature gradient. Our
other estimate originates from a production/dissipation/
buoyancy flux balance of the turbulent kinetic energy
equation in which the buoyancy flux is taken to be a
fixed fraction of the dissipation (or the production). This
leads to Kr 5 G«/N 2, where G is simply related to the
mixing efficiency (Osborn 1980). Here, we take G to be
0.2, based on open-ocean evaluations of relatively
steady-state turbulence (Moum 1996).
The two turbulent diffusivity estimates are consistent.
Results using Kr are shown in Fig. 11. Maximum in-
stantaneous values exceed 0.1 m2 s21, while the mean
value through the interface is about 0.005 m2 s21, sim-
ilar to that observed in an internal hydraulic jump down-
stream from a small bank on the Oregon shelf (Nash
and Moum 2001), and 100 times that observed both
upstream of the bank and from other continental shelves
(Crawford and Dewey 1989; Sundermeyer and Ledwell
2001). As a result, instantaneous values of the turbulent
heat flux through the interface are thousands of watts
per square meter. The mean value for the 10-min period
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FIG. 7. Echosounder image and vertical and horizontal velocity structure of the first two ISWs in the wave train, the first of which is
shown in Fig. 6. The bottom image shows the turbulent dissipation rate as determined from Chameleon profiles. Solid lines on all image
plots represent isopycnals determined from tow-yoed CTD. Inverted triangles above the top image indicate locations of Chameleon profiles.
of intense turbulence beginning at the ISW trough is
about 100 W m22, during which approximately 60 kJ
of heat is transported across the interface.
Independent evidence of ISW-induced mixing across
an interface is provided by another example in which
a kink in the u–S curve upstream of an ISW (blues,
greens in Fig. 12) coincides with a strongly mixing in-
terface similar to that in Fig. 9. Downstream of the ISW
(reds in Fig. 12), the kink has apparently been mixed
away and the u–S curve joins the endpoints along a
relatively straight line. The mean value of the turbulent
diffusivity through the interface was Kr 5 0.005 m2 s21
over the 10-min time period that intense mixing was
observed. As an independent test of our estimate of the
turbulent diffusivity, we apply the time-dependent dif-
fusion equation
2]u ] u
5 K (1)u 2]t ]z
to the example u–S profile, where u is intended here to
represent either temperature or salinity. Equation (1) is
solved numerically with the upstream profiles u(z) and
S(z) as initial conditions and Ku 5 KS 5 0.005 m2 s21.
The diffusion time is 10 min, corresponding to the pe-
riod of observed intense mixing. The result is the thin
black line in Fig. 13. To quantify the uncertainty, the
calculation was reproduced with Kr 5 0.001 m2 s21 and
Kr 5 0.01 m2 s21, with the results plotted as gray lines
in Fig. 13. The approximate correspondence between
the red and black curves shows that the mean diffusivity
estimated using the Osborn (1980) formulation with G
5 0.2 accounts for the observed diffusivity to within a
factor of ;3.
5. The role of shear instability
Dynamic instability of stratified, parallel shear flows
is thought to be a common mechanism for the generation
of turbulent overturns in geophysical flows (DeSilva et
al. 1996). Smyth et al. (2001) have shown that turbu-
lence in numerical simulations of Kelvin–Helmholtz
(KH) instability (i.e., instability of a localized shear lay-
er) is statistically consistent with turbulence in overturns
revealed by microstructure profiles in the thermocline.
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FIG. 8. Vertical profiles of su and isopycnal displacement (h) through the leading edge of the leading ISW depicted
in Fig. 7. Displacement is shown as a function of initial isopycnal depth. The first profile (ahead of the wave) is blue
and the color sequence goes through green to red marking the final profile at the location of maximum depression.
For reference, the profiles shown here are marked by gray or black dots in Fig. 9. At lower left is an expanded plot
of potential temperature (u) for the depth and su range shown in the dashed box.
Could shear instability be responsible for the small-scale
turbulent overturns described in the previous section?
A vivid illustration of shear instability at work in an
ISW is shown in Fig. 14. Beginning at the leading edge
of the wave (x 5 170 m; depth 12 m, shown by arrow),
we see a thin band of enhanced backscatter. About half-
way to the wave trough, this scattering layer exhibits
wavelike structures suggestive of KH instability. To-
ward the trough, the scale of the billows increases. This
increase is consistent with growth in time. (Here KH
billows propagate at the local speed of the background
flow; in this case the speed of the ISW-induced flow at
the depth where the billows are observed. Because this
is less than the wave’s propagation speed, billow age
increases in the direction opposite to wave propagation,
that is, from right to left in the figure.) Just behind the
trough we observe two large billows (approximately 10
m high by 50 m long) separated by a patch of small-
scale structure. At the trailing edge of the ISW is a final
billow whose internal structure is much less organized
than the earlier billows, suggesting turbulent break-
down. This sequence of billow structures, interpreted as
a time series, is largely consistent with the growth and
breaking of KH billows as revealed in laboratory ex-
periments (e.g., Koop and Browand 1979) and numer-
ical simulations (e.g., Smyth and Moum 2000; Caulfield
and Peltier 2000; Smyth et al. 2001). The sole exception
to this correspondence is the patch of small-scale struc-
ture located between the two large billows just behind
the trough. The origin of this structure is the subject of
a separate study.
Clear observations of classical KH billows like those
seen in Fig. 14 are rare. Another aspect of this back-
scatter image is quite typical, however, and that is the
appearance of thin layers of strong scattering beginning
near the ISW trough. An example of such a layer has
already been described in section 4. In Fig. 14, two such
layers are visible, both located below the large billows.
As in the examples described in previous sections, both
of these deeper layers are too thin for their structural
details to be well resolved in the present measurements,
and the cause of the layers is therefore difficult to de-
termine. A possibility that suggests itself immediately
is that the thin streaks are, like the large billows, gen-
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FIG. 9. Sequence of profiles through the ISW depicted in Fig. 7. (top) The acoustic backscatter intensity (0–50 m); dots represent the
location of Chameleon profiles in time and the depth of a density interface specified as the mean value over the range su 5 24–25.2; gray
and black dots indicate the locations of profiles shown in Fig. 8. The black dot indicates the profile from which an inferred velocity profile
is combined with the measured density profile as input to a linear stability analysis in section 5. (bottom five) Potential temperature (u),
squared buoyancy frequency (N 2 5 2g/r 3 rz, averaged vertically over 0.1 m), Thorpe scale LT, temperature derivative (T 9), and «. The
ordinate represents the distance both above and below the interface denoted by the dots in the top.
erated by shear instability, but on scales too small for
the individual billows to be resolved. The sequence of
flow states shown in Figs. 9 and 11 is qualitatively
consistent with overturning and breaking due to shear
instability. If this instability mechanism is to be con-
sistent with the observational evidence, the instabilities
must grow rapidly enough to overturn and break within
a small fraction (tens of seconds) of the wave period
and wavelengths must be small enough that they are
indistinguishable as individual billows in echosounder
images (less than a few meters).
The potential of a given flow to develop shear insta-
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FIG. 10. Volume scattering strength. The dotted line is the measured
echosounder target strength. The black line is estimated from tem-
perature and salinity microstructure measurements from the profile
represented by the final gray dot on Fig. 9. The high measured back-
scatter at the interface between 30- and 40-m depth and trailing the
wave trough is represented well by the microstructure estimate.
FIG. 11. Turbulent diffusivities and heat fluxes through the interface documented in Fig. 9.
bility is diagnosed with the gradient Richardson number,
defined as Ri 5 N 2/( 1 ), where Uz and Vz are the2 2U Vz z
vertical shears of the horizontal components of velocity.
If Ri , 1/4 somewhere in the region of interest, the
potential for shear instability exists (Howard 1961). Ob-
served profiles of velocity and density in the ISW at
the point of incipient interface instability (the black dot
in Fig. 9) are shown in Fig. 15. The mismatch in vertical
resolution is obvious in the figure. The in situ density
profile from Chameleon resolves vertical scales of a few
centimeters. However, the ADCP is a remote measure-
ment of velocity, requiring the combination of range-
gated signals from four slanted beams to achieve a single
velocity estimate. In contrast to our density measure-
ment, the result is heavily averaged both vertically and
horizontally. As well, the two measurements do not sam-
ple the same location. The ADCP was mounted near to
midship while Chameleon was deployed from the stern,
about 15 m aft, and is carried some unknown lateral
distance by the currents as it profiles.
Combining observed velocity and density measure-
ments at the interface at 30 m, we find that Ri . 1. On
this basis, we would conclude that the flow is dynam-
ically stable. Yet, we clearly observe turbulence devel-
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FIG. 12. The u–S curves ahead of (blue), through (green), and
trailing (red) an ISW similar to that in Fig. 9.
FIG. 13. The u–S curves upstream (before) and downstream (after)
of an ISW. These correspond to the initial and final curves shown in
Fig. 12. The black line is the result of numerical solution of a time-
dependent diffusion equation (Kr 5 0.005) with the blue curve as
the initial condition, as described in the text. The two gray lines
represent bounds on the calculation that were reproduced with Kr 5
[0.001 0.01].
oping in a manner otherwise consistent with shear in-
stability. We are thus led to consider the possibility that
our estimate of Ri is too large because of underreso-
lution of the velocity profile. While we cannot directly
observe currents on scales less than a few meters, we
will advance and test a hypothesis for their form and
origin.
In a wave propagating without change of form, mass
conservation dictates that the localized compressive
strain needed to sharpen a density interface (lower layer
in Fig. 16a) must act similarly on streamlines calculated
in the wave’s reference frame (Fig. 16b). The result is
that the upper layer (in which stratification is reduced)
is accelerated in the direction of the wave’s propagation,
while the lower layer (the sharpened density interface)
is accelerated in the opposite direction. The shear be-
tween these adjacent currents results in local reductions
of Ri and, potentially, in instability. Our density profiles
indicate that such regions of locally accelerated fluid
would be confined to vertical scales of no more than a
few tens of centimeters and would therefore be invisible
to the ADCP.
Coincident compression of isopycnals and stream-
lines may have an amplified effect on Ri. If we consider
the horizontal velocity as the vertical derivative of the
streamfunction, u 5 2cz, then the velocity shear is
2czz. A difference form of Ri is
g Dr g Dr
3Ri 5 2 Dz 5 Dz , (2)D 2 2r DU r D c
where Dr and DU represent differences between a fixed
pair of isopycnals with instantaneous spacing Dz, D2c
represents a second difference between three streamlines
with the same spacing, and RiD varies as the cube of
the interface thickness, Dz. Simultaneous, compressive
straining (reduction of Dz) of both density and velocity
will act to reduce Ri rapidly relative to Dz. Further
discussion of wave straining and shear instability in sol-
itary waves may be found in Farmer and Smith (1978).
In the following two sections, we discuss this mech-
anism in detail and suggest that it could account for the
observed turbulence.
a. Inferring a velocity profile
In a two-dimensional, nondiffusive wave that prop-
agates at a fixed speed without change of shape, the
velocity field can be determined from the density field
using the fact that, in a reference frame following the
wave, streamlines are everywhere parallel to isopycnals.
Since the observed waves are approximately two-di-
mensional and move with well-defined phase velocity,
we conjecture that the velocity field within these waves
may be deduced in the same way.
Density and velocity fields are considered to be com-
posed of three components:
1) an ambient state that varies only in the vertical;
2) a two-dimensional wave propagating without change
of form at a constant, known phase velocity cw; and
3) turbulent fluctuations (i.e., everything else).
We now make the following three assumptions.
1) The turbulence component involves density fluctu-
ations smaller than a specified magnitude Dr, so that
averaging the data into isopycnal bins of size Dr
leaves only the ambient profile plus the wave.
2) The wave is nondiffusive from its leading edge to
the point at which turbulence appears (roughly the
wave trough).
3) The ambient profiles of density and velocity are those
measured just before the isopycnals begin to de-
scend.
These assumptions allow us to infer the velocity pro-
file at any location within the leading half of the wave
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FIG. 14. Example acoustical snapshot of a propagating ISW within which is embedded a sequence of rollups identical in nature to Kelvin–
Helmholtz instabilities observed in the laboratory and in small-scale simulations. The vertical scale of the largest is more than 10 m, and
the horizontal scale (in the direction of wave propagation) is about 50 m. Toward the trailing edge of the wave, the rollups become less
coherent but contribute a greater backscatter signal, suggesting breakdown to turbulence. At greater depth, denoted by arrows, are two more
layers of bright backscatter. These are presumably the same phenomenon, but smaller scale. Hence the echosounder resolution does not
permit a clear depiction of rollups.
FIG. 15. (left) Observed profiles of horizontal velocity from 300-
kHz ADCP (2-m bin size) and (right) su from Chameleon. These
coincide with the Chameleon profile noted by the black dot in Fig.
9 which corresponds to the time of maximum stratification at the
interface at 30-m depth, after which overturns and intense turbulence
first appear.
given the density profile at the same location. First, the
ambient streamfunction in the wave’s reference frame
is obtained from the measured upstream velocity profile
u0(z) using
z
c (z) 5 2 [u (z9) 2 c ] dz9. (3)0 E 0 w
At any location within the wave, we obtain the stream-
function profile corresponding to the local density pro-
file r1(z) using
c (r ) 5 c (r ).1 1 0 0 (4)
Last, we differentiate5 to obtain the velocity profile and
transform into the earth’s reference frame:
]c1
u 5 2 1 c . (5)1 w]z
An appropriate value for Dr was obtained by ex-
amining density fluctuations in six profiles prior to and
including the profile selected for analysis. Thorpe re-
ordering was used to estimate density fluctuations in
turbulent overturns. The maximum fluctuation had ab-
solute value of 0.1 kg m23 (Fig. 17). We adopted this
5 Differentiations and integrations were approximated using sec-
ond-order, finite differences on an uneven grid. Interpolations be-
tween the various data grids were done using an equal mixture of
linear and cubic Hermite interpolants. (This controls the spurious
peaks that appear when cubic interpolation is used alone.)
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FIG. 16. Schematic showing the effect of a small-scale strain acting
simultaneously on (a) isopycnals and (b) streamlines to generate a
localized shear.
FIG. 17. Histogram of density fluctuations from the six profiles
immediately preceding and including the black dot in Fig. 9. These
were determined as the differences between observed and Thorpe-
reordered profiles.
FIG. 18. (a) Strain parameter g computed from Eq. (6) using binned
density profiles. (b) Velocity profiles corresponding to the density
profiles in (a). Thin dashed curve: inferred velocity within the wave
u1. Solid curve: observed ADCP velocity profile.
value for Dr but also tested the effects of using other
values.
When applied to the case described in detail in section
4 (Figs. 7–11), this procedure yields the results shown
in Fig. 18. To define the initial state, we averaged three
successive profiles along with coincident ADCP veloc-
ity profiles, taken just before the isopycnals started to
descend. Velocity profiles were averaged into depth–
time bins of thickness 2 m and duration 60 s. The time
interval for each bin began at the start time for the
corresponding microstructure profile. This choice re-
moved any bias due to the spatial separation between
Chameleon and ADCP. Density profiles were sorted and
averaged in bins of Dr 5 0.1 kg m23. The physical
thicknesses of the density bins ranged from 20–30 cm
in the thin layer of strong stratification to 6–7 m in
weakly stratified regions. Conditions within the wave
were represented by the single profile denoted by the
black dot in Fig. 9, and the corresponding ADCP ve-
locity profile. The inferred velocity profile within the
wave was obtained using the procedure described above,
with the wave’s phase speed set to the measured value,
cw 5 0.6 m s21.
Density profiles measured upstream and within the
wave show the downward displacement of isopycnals
characteristic of an ISW of depression. The wave strain
parameter
]r/]z
g 5 (6)
]r /]z0
(Fig. 18) indicates that isopycnals are generally being
spread over the measured part of the water column, but
thin layers located at 30, 34, and 39 m are compressed.
In particular, the stratified layer near 30-m depth is com-
pressed by nearly a factor of 2. Over the same time
interval, the velocity profile measured by the shipboard
ADCP (Fig. 18b, solid curve) evolves from near zero
to a form resembling the first baroclinic mode, with flow
in the direction of wave propagation above 40 m and a
compensating flow at depth (the depth of the water col-
umn here is 99 m; Fig. 7). The inferred velocity profile
(dashed curve in Fig. 18b) broadly resembles the mea-
sured profile within the wave. The primary difference
between measured and inferred velocity profiles is the
small-scale structure in the inferred profile, a direct re-
sult of the small-scale straining effect of the wave (as
depicted in Fig. 16). In particular, the thin region of
enhanced stratification near 30-m depth is accompanied
by a similarly thin layer of fluid that has been accel-
erated by the compressive wave strain to move opposite
to the direction of the wave’s propagation. The edges
of this thin layer of locally accelerated fluid represent
regions of high shear that could not be detected in our
observations. We suggest that the thin layer of turbu-
lence visible in the echosounder images is driven by the
instability of these thin shear layers.
b. Linear stability analysis
To assess the potential of a flow structure like that
shown in Fig. 18 to develop turbulence, we employ the
well-known methods for stability analysis of a stratified
parallel shear flow based on the Taylor–Goldstein equa-
tion. This requires the assumption that unstable modes
are short in comparison with the horizontal scale of the
ISW, so that the curvature of the streamlines and iso-
pycnals can be neglected. The subsequent analysis is
equivalent to that used by Sun et al. (1998) to assess
the stability of measured equatorial currents, although
the numerical methods employed here are different. Un-
stable perturbations are assumed to have a normal-mode
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FIG. 19. Growth rate vs wavenumber for the inferred flow shown
in Fig. 18. Units are radian frequency and radian wavenumber. Three
prominent maxima are highlighted by circles. FIG. 20. (a) Inferred velocity. (b) Density. (c) Eigenfunctions ofthe three dominant modes from Fig. 19. Each eigenfunction is nor-
malized by the growth factor G.
form characterized by a horizontal wavenumber k, an
exponential growth rate6 s, and a phase velocity cr, and
s and cr are obtained as functions of k. Details of this
procedure are given in the appendix.
We begin by interpolating the profiles onto a grid of
depths zi chosen to give the high vertical resolution
needed for accurate numerical solution of the equation.
Two hundred points were chosen, concentrated in the
region of strong shear in accordance with
z 2 zi 021 2(z 2 z ) } sech . (7)i11 i21 d
The parameter z 0 is computed as the mean of z weight-
ed by
W(z) 5 max( | ]u/]z | 2 2N, 0), (8)
and d is the root-mean-square deviation of z weighted
in the same way. (The weighting function approximates
the dependence of shear instability growth rates on local
shear and stratification.) For the example shown in Fig.
18, z0 corresponds to 30-m depth and d 5 9 m.
Eigenfunctions of the Taylor–Goldstein equation are
then obtained for numerous values of k, and those cor-
responding to local maxima of s(k) are identified. Each
mode is then assessed for its ability to grow to finite
amplitude during the passage of the ISW. This depends
not only on the growth rate but also on the time the
mode spends within the portion of the ISW where shear
is strong. To address this issue rigorously would require
that the normal-mode assumption inherent in the sta-
bility analysis be abandoned and a more general initial
value problem be solved. For the present analyses, a
simpler approach is taken. If the length of the sheared
6 The growth rate s should not be confused with the potential
density su.
part of the ISW is estimated as L, then the time the
mode has to grow is L / | cw 2 cr | , and
G 5 sL / | c 2 c |w r (9)
is an estimate of the number of e-foldings the mode may
undergo during the passage of the wave. We set L to
100 m, which represents about 1/2 the length of the ISW
we have chosen as our example (Fig. 5). If G is not
significantly greater than unity for a given mode, we
conclude that the emergence of strong turbulence due
to that mode is unlikely, however large the growth rate
may be. Note that modes whose phase speeds are close
to cw have the potential to grow to large amplitude even
if their growth rates are not large. In contrast, a mode
growing on a reversed current like that shown in Fig.
18 is likely to have phase speed very different from (or
even of opposite sign to) cw. Such a mode must grow
rapidly if it is to generate turbulence.
Figures 19 and 20 show results for the density and
inferred velocity profiles in Fig. 18. The growth rate
(Fig. 19) exhibits three prominent maxima. These modes
have wavelengths between 3 and 4.5 m and phase ve-
locities between 20.10 and 0.05 m s21. These wave-
lengths are small enough that their billow structure
would be smeared in the echosounder images at 30 m
range. Figure 20c shows eigenfunctions normalized by
values of the growth factor G. All of these modes are
concentrated between 29- and 32-m depth, coinciding
closely with the layer in which strong turbulence was
observed to develop. Two of these modes have a double-
peaked structure characteristic of a jet instability, while
the third is a Kelvin–Helmholtz-like mode focused on
the upper shear layer. The two strongest modes have
growth factors near 30 and are therefore expected to
grow to large amplitude as the ISW passes. In summary,
the results of the linear stability analysis are consistent
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FIG. 21. (a) Wavenumber and (b) growth rate of the most unstable
mode as functions of the bin size Dr.
FIG. 22. Summary schematic of the evolving structure of isopycnals with the passage of an
internal solitary wave propagating to the right.
with our proposed interpretation of the observations:
normal modes are small enough to be undetectable in
the echosounder data and unstable enough for their en-
ergy to grow by many orders of magnitude during the
passage of the soliton.
The scale of the inferred velocity fluctuations is sen-
sitive to our choice of the binning interval Dr. Smaller
values of Dr yield larger velocity fluctuations and hence
stronger instability. The dependence of the stability
characteristics of the mode having maximum growth
factor upon the bin size is illustrated in Fig. 21. As
expected, decreasing bin size leads to increasing wave-
number (Fig. 21a) and increasing growth rate (Fig. 21b).
However, reducing Dr also increases the likelihood that
the density structure attributed to the wave is contam-
inated by turbulent fluctuations, which in turn would
violate one of the key assumptions we have made in
inferring the velocity profile.
The analyses described above pertain only to the case
selected for detailed discussion in section 4 (e.g., Figs.
9 and 11). Several other cases have been examined with
similar results: under the assumptions given in section
5a, the local compression of isopycnals observed during
ISW passage implies intense, small-scale shears and cor-
respondingly intense, small-scale instabilities.
6. Discussion
Our impression of the internal structure of these ISWs
comes from the high vertical resolution in density we
are able to measure from Chameleon profiles and the
continuous record of acoustic backscatter we obtain
from a hull-mounted, high-frequency echosounder. The
salient features are summarized in Fig. 22. The large
vertical displacement of isopycnals associated with this
wave of depression is primarily mode 1. The more subtle
aspect defined by our observations is the small-scale
strain depicted by the compression of the interior two
isopycnals as they plunge immediately ahead of the
wave trough. At or near the wave trough, turbulence is
first observed as 1) unstable overturns in density, 2)
enhanced temperature microstructure, and 3) high val-
ues of «. If, as we have assumed, streamlines follow
isopycnals ahead of the wave trough (before turbulence
is triggered) then streamlines are also compressed. The
consequence is a thin layer of accelerated fluid, above
and below which the vertical gradient of velocity is high,
perhaps sufficient to initiate shear instability with
growth rates high enough that instability occurs before
the wave passes and wavelengths small enough that in-
stability waves are typically not detected by our acous-
tics. The trailing edge and wake of the wave are marked
by high acoustic backscatter, which we have associated
with the sound speed fluctuations induced by enhanced
density microstructure.
By mixing the interface, each wave modifies the up-
stream condition for the next wave in the sequence and
for the next wave train to propagate through that par-
ticular patch of fluid. This in turn will alter both the
wave propagation characteristics and the characteristics
of small-scale instabilities generated in the following
waves.
The sequence shown in Figs. 3, 5, and 6 gives a clear
depiction of the acoustic backscatter structure at the
compressed interface. Although this signature becomes
obscured by preexisting scatterers as the waves prop-
agate farther onshore, the high-density microstructure
and dissipation at the interface persist over at least 20
km (10 h). This persistence timescale is much greater
than the inverse growth rate of predicted instabilities,
the decay timescale of the turbulence, and the advective
timescale of the ISWs. Hence, we conclude that these
ISWs are continually triggering instabilities as they
propagate.
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The interfacial structure we have described is, while
not ubiquitous, quite typical of the ensemble of obser-
vations. It also seems that the ISWs described here are
similar in nature to the equatorial solitary waves ob-
served in deep water by Pinkel (2000). Although Pinkel
(2000) did not have detailed microstructure and tur-
bulence observations, the basic structure of the acoustic
backscatter is identical to that described here.
A laboratory study of breaking ISWs in a background
flow that is broadly similar to that found in our obser-
vations—that is, a surface stratified layer overlying a
layer of mixed fluid—has recently been reported by
Grue et al. (2000). They found that breaking occurs in
ISWs whose amplitude is as small as one-half of the
thickness of the surface stratified layer. The breaking
took the form of vortices that formed at the leading edge
of the ISW. Breaking was more pronounced in larger-
amplitude waves. The scenario that emerged in the lab-
oratory experiments closely resembles the observations
shown in Fig. 14. However, Grue et al. (2000) found
that measured values of the gradient Richardson number
exceeded 1/4. They therefore rejected shear instability
as a mechanism for breaking and instead suggested an
explanation based on surface tension. On the scale of
ocean ISWs, surface tension is not expected to be a
significant factor, and the observed form of the vortices
clearly suggests shear instability. It is possible that Grue
et al. (2000)’s direct measurements of the Richardson
number were inaccurate because of underresolution of
the velocity field, just as we find in our own data, in
which case the turbulence may have been caused by
shear instability after all. It is equally possible that the
laboratory ISWs became turbulent through a different
mechanism than that at work in the ocean.
The idea that a highly nonlinear internal wave may
exhibit vertical structure on scales much smaller than
its dominant mode (mode 1 in this case) diverges from
the standard picture of internal solitons. We should not
expect that standard picture to hold in detail, however,
because the amplitude of these waves is far beyond the
domain of validity of the low-order soliton models upon
which it is based.
The small-scale velocity structure we have inferred
is based upon a reasonable assumption about the co-
incidence of streamlines and isopycnals before the onset
of turbulence. Small-scale velocity structure similar to
this has been observed in the summer thermocline at
about 20-m depth in the Mediterranean Sea off Malta
in thin sheets of stong temperature gradient (Woods
1968). Successive underwater photographs of a vertical
streak of dye indicate a steady distortion of the streak
over 15 s corresponding to a steady shear of 0.1 s21
over a 0.1-m-thick sheet. While the larger-scale pro-
cesses contributing to that small-scale structure cannot
be clearly identified from the data given, the latter is
remarkably similar to the structure inferred from our
observations.
The present observations do not include a measure-
ment of small-scale and steady velocity structure. While
we do have a measure of the random, isotropic velocity
shears that characterize turbulence (using airfoil
probes), the technique is not well-suited for detecting
the predicted coherent flow structure, and our attempts
to identify this velocity structure in the data are thus far
inconclusive. Confirmation of this instability mecha-
nism within ISWs must await more suitable velocity
measurements.
The use of the Osborn (1980) formulation for Kr with
G 5 0.2 may be oversimplified for this application. Di-
rect numerical simulations of instabilities evolving
through to decaying turbulence indicate an evolution of
the mixing efficiency as well (Smyth et al. 2001; Winters
et al. 1995; Caulfield and Peltier 2000; Staquet 2000).
At early preturbulent stages of the instability (before we
might recognize this as turbulence from field observa-
tions), small-scale stirring creates large temperature gra-
dients and enhanced mixing efficiency [O(1)], following
which G → 0.2 as the turbulence decays. It was noted
by Smyth et al. (2001) that the ratio L0/LT was a good
indicator of the time in the evolution of the instability
and hence of G. At early stages, L0/LT K 1, but L0/LT
→ 1 as turbulence develops. We have suggested that
our observations include the turbulence that is newly
generated, the implication being that the mixing at this
stage may be significantly more efficient than we have
assumed. A consequence would be greater heat flux
through the interface than we have estimated.
7. Conclusions
We have observed large-amplitude (40 m), strongly
nonlinear internal solitary waves of depression over the
continental shelf off Oregon just south of the Columbia
River and inshore of its plume. These waves propagate
onshore at about 0.6–0.8 m s21. Propagation directions
were observed to be 090 6 258. Radar and visual ob-
servations indicate that, on scales of many tens of wave-
lengths perpendicular to their fronts, these waves are
roughly two-dimensional.
Particularly large instabilities are wonderfully visible
in acoustic images. The example of large KH-like bil-
lows shown in Fig. 14 is characterized by vertical scale
10 m and horizontal scale (in the direction of propa-
gation) 50 m. Presumably these are aligned with wave
fronts, which are linear on scales of several kilometers
(Fig. 2), suggesting that the longitudinal scale of the
billows may be O(km). In general, however, such clearly
observable instabilities are rare. The small wavelength
instabilities we have proposed would be blurred by the
finite echosounder beamwidth.
While the distortion of acoustic scattering layers, iso-
pycnals, and streamlines is predominantly first mode,
there is significant small-scale straining as well. Our
results suggest that this small-scale straining is respon-
sible for instability in the ISWs. High acoustic back-
scatter observed along strained interfaces at the wave
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crests, trailing edges, and wake but not at the leading
edge is clearly associated with enhanced density micro-
structure. This indicates the highly turbulent nature of
the waves.
The sequence of events observed at the interface be-
gins with enhanced N 2 ahead of the wave crest due to
compressive strain, followed by overturns, and finally
by enhanced density microstructure and high «. These
interfaces are characterized by strong mixing. Local (or
instantaneous) heat fluxes are O(kW m22). The modi-
fication of the interface by mixing changes the upstream
condition for the next wave.
By assuming that streamlines parallel isopycnals, we
have inferred a small-scale velocity structure that we
are unable to observe directly but is consistent with the
nature of the ISW ahead of the wave crest. The existence
of this velocity structure implies shear instabilities with
growth rate timescales of tens of seconds or less and
wavelengths of meters or less. This would account for
the apparently spontaneous generation of turbulence at
the interfaces in cases in which we cannot observe the
instability leading to turbulence.
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APPENDIX
Normal-Mode Stability Analysis of Parallel,
Stratified Shear Flow
We assume that the background flow is purely hor-
izontal and that the density distribution is Boussinesq.
Both velocity and density vary only in the direction
parallel to gravity, so that
U 5 U(z) and N 5 N(z), (A1)
where N is the buoyancy frequency associated with the
background stratification. For the present application,
we assume that the instabilities of interest are two-di-
mensional; that is, they do not vary in the spanwise (y)
direction.
The linearized evolution equations for two-dimen-
sional perturbations to a stratified, parallel shear flow
are written as
]j
5 2Uj 1 U c 1 b ,x zz x x]t
]b
25 2Ub 2 N c , andx x]t
2¹ c 5 j. (A2)
Here, j(x, z, t) is the spanwise vorticity associated with
the perturbation, c(x, z, t) is the corresponding stream-
function, and b 5 2gr/r0 is the buoyancy (r0 is a con-
stant, characteristic value for the density).
Because the background flow depends only on z, dis-
turbances may be expanded into normal modes char-
acterized by a horizontal wavenumber k and phase ve-
locity c, for example,
ik(x2ct)c(x, z, t) 5 cö (z)e , (A3)
in which is a complex structure function. (Ultimately,cö
only the real part of c is physically relevant.) For the
present application, the wave vector is assumed to be
real, but the phase velocity is allowed to be complex.
A nonzero imaginary phase velocity describes temporal
growth or decay. The normal-mode assumption allows
us to convert (11) to the form of a differential eigenvalue
problem equivalent to the Taylor–Goldstein equation:
22U 2 U ¹ 2g jö jözz 5 c . (A4)
2 22 1 2 1 2[ ]N ¹ U bö bö
As before, carets indicate z-dependent complex struc-
ture functions. The differential operator ¹22 represents
the inverse of the Laplacian operator, that is, ¹2 5 (]zzcö
2 k2) 5 , with the Dirichlet condition 5 0 at thecö zö cö
upper and lower boundaries.
The z dependence is now discretized so that all func-
tions have the form f m 5 f (zm); m 5 1, 2, . . . , M, and
a suitable finite approximation is chosen for the z de-
rivatives. This converts ¹22 to an M 3 M matrix. The
result is a matrix eigenvalue problem of order 2M. In
the present calculations, the derivatives are approxi-
mated by third-order compact forms [an extension of
the method of Lele (1992) for nonuniform grid spacing].
These have the virtue of maintaining high accuracy
without requiring that the z values be evenly spaced.
Because the discrete eigenvalue problem solved here
is an approximation to the continuous Taylor–Goldstein
equation, one may hope that solutions of the former are
approximations to solutions of the latter. Unfortunately,
this is not true in general. In fact, the discrete problem
has 2M solutions. Typically, only a few of these cor-
respond to solutions of the continuous problem; the rest
are artifacts of the discretization. These spurious modes
are rejected by requiring that the kinetic energy equation
be satisfied. The latter furnishes an alternative expres-
sion for the growth rate:
S 1 B
s 5 , (A5)K 2K
where
1
2 2K 5 (c 1 c ) dz, S 5 U c c dz, andE x z E z x z2
B 5 c b dz, (A6)E x
which must match s to within 1%.
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